TOPOLOGY OPTIMIZATION OF INTEGRATED COMBUSTION ENGINE PISTON USING FEA METHOD (CAE TOOLS)
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ABSTRACT

Topology optimization is a numerical approach that optimizes material arrangement within a given design space, for a given set of loads and periphery conditions such that the resulting layout meets a approved set of concert targets. Using topology optimization, engineers can find the best perception design that meets the design necessities. Topology optimization has been developed through the use of finite element methods of the analysis, and optimization techniques based on the method of moving asymptotes, genetic algorithms, optimality criteria method, level sets, and derivatives. Topology optimization is used at the idea level of the design process to appear at an intangible design plan that is then fine-tuned for concert and manufacturability. This thesis work correlated to the lay out optimization of internal combustion engine piston. Piston is one of the significant apparatus of engine. The multiple types of piston using through the automobile sector. The various different type of piston is: i) Equivalents lands thickness piston ii) Without crown piston (flat piston), iii) Without undercut piston, iv) With skirt land piston v) Dissimilar land thickness the analyzed concepts on the computer gives the opportunity to reduce problems before actual manufacturing of the machine module and machine moment associated to make machine component. The facility to try new designs or concepts on the computer gives the opportunity to reduce problems before establishment of production. Additionally, designers can hurriedly and easily decide the sensitivity of precise molding parameters on the quality and production of the final part [1,2]. The complex parts can be replicated easily by CAE tool Among engine components exposed to thermal effects, the piston is considered to be one of the most sternly stressed, where a high quantity of the heat transferred to a coolant fluid goes through it, this amount depends on the thermal conductivity (heat flux) of the materials engaged, the usual speed and the geometry of the piston [3,4]. Topology optimization has been hastily expanding with an enormous development in terms of theory, computational methods and applications [5]. It consists of a deterministic iterative optimization approach by recurring finite element analysis, analytically obtained sensitivities and design updates [6]. The conventional problems aspire for the optimal shape, size, and topology of an elastic body and its material properties under loading [7]. The geometry of the body is usually modeled using a raster depiction realizing the material distribution of the work piece. The classical example is to maximize the stiffness of load elastic body subject to a volume restriction but swiftly the method was extended to other objectives, like minimizing the weight or maximizing the essential Eigen value, and to other constraints, like buckling constraints, displacement constraints, design dependent loads and stress constraints [8-10]. Whereas a proficient approach to the problem of minimizing weight with respect to local material failure criterions is probably still to be suggested [11]. The curiosity of engineers and industry supported the growth of topology optimization significantly [12]. The design process followed during a typical industrial development process can be broken into the following distinct phases intangible design, preliminary design, detailed design, and finally, testing. Ideally, the feedback of the simulations indicates only changes in the detailed design and frequent testing [13-15]. These loops are rather cheap in comparison to the situation if changes in the conceptual design are enforced. Then it could happen that the whole development process is relocated to its conceptual stage, which is usually expensive in both, time and costs, and endangers to delay the whole schedule [16]. Due to the fundamental role of the conceptual design phase topology optimization became a valuable computational tool for the basic layout [17]. In the later design phases, it can still be used to optimize small substructures to adapt the material properties of composite materials [18].

1. INTRODUCTION

CAE analysis tools offer the incredible advantage of enabling designers to think about virtually any molding decision without incurring the luxurious actual manufacturing of the machine module and machine moment associated to make machine component. The facility to try new designs or concepts on the computer gives the opportunity to reduce problems before actual manufacturing of the machine module and machine moment associated to make machine component. The facility to try new designs or concepts on the computer gives the opportunity to reduce problems before establishment of production. Additionally, designers can hurriedly and easily decide the sensitivity of precise molding parameters on the quality and production of the final part [1,2]. The complex parts can be replicated easily by CAE tool Among engine components exposed to thermal effects, the piston is considered to be one of the most sternly stressed, where a high quantity of the heat transferred to a coolant fluid goes through it, this amount depends on the thermal conductivity (heat flux) of the materials engaged, the usual speed and the geometry of the piston [3,4]. Topology optimization has been hastily expanding with an enormous development in terms of theory, computational methods and applications [5]. It consists of a deterministic iterative optimization approach by recurring finite element analysis, analytically obtained sensitivities and design updates [6]. The conventional problems aspire for the optimal shape, size, and topology of an elastic body and its material properties under loading [7]. The geometry of the body is usually modeled using a raster depiction realizing the material distribution of the work piece. The classical example is to maximize the stiffness of load elastic body subject to a volume restriction but swiftly the method was extended to other objectives, like minimizing the weight or maximizing the essential Eigen value, and to other constraints, like buckling constraints, displacement constraints, design dependent loads and stress constraints [8-10]. Whereas a proficient approach to the problem of minimizing weight with respect to local material failure criterions is probably still to be suggested [11]. The curiosity of engineers and industry supported the growth of topology optimization significantly [12]. The design process followed during a typical industrial development process can be broken into the following distinct phases intangible design, preliminary design, detailed design, and finally, testing. Ideally, the feedback of the simulations indicates only changes in the detailed design and frequent testing [13-15]. These loops are rather cheap in comparison to the situation if changes in the conceptual design are enforced. Then it could happen that the whole development process is relocated to its conceptual stage, which is usually expensive in both, time and costs, and endangers to delay the whole schedule [16]. Due to the fundamental role of the conceptual design phase topology optimization became a valuable computational tool for the basic layout [17]. In the later design phases, it can still be used to optimize small substructures to adapt the material properties of composite materials [18].

2. PISTON

A piston is a component of reciprocating IC-engines.

Based on a study, it is the moving component that is contained by a cylinder and is made gas-tight by piston rings [19]. Its purpose is to transfer force from expanding gas in the cylinder to the crankshaft via a piston rod [20]. Piston endures the repeated gas pressure and the inertial forces at work and this working condition may cause the fatigue damage of piston, such as piston side wear, piston head cracks [21]. So, there is a need to optimize the design of the piston by considering various parameters [22]. In this research the parameters selected are thermal analysis of piston at various temperatures in different stroke. This analysis could be useful for design engineer for modification of piston at the time of design. In this paper we determine the stress calculation and we can find out the temperature distribution of various regions where chances of damage of piston are possible. From analysis it is very simple to optimize the design of piston. The main necessity of piston design is to measure the prediction of temperature distribution on the surface of piston which enables us to optimize the thermal aspects for design of piston at lesser cost. Most of the pistons are made of an aluminum alloy which has thermal expansion coefficient 80% higher than the cylinder bore material made of cast iron. This leads to some differences between running and the design clearances. Therefore, analysis of the piston thermal behavior is exceptionally crucial in designing more efficient compressor. Superior sealing of the piston with the cylinder is the basic criteria to design of the piston also to improve the mechanical efficiency and decrease the inertia force in high speed machines the weight of the piston also plays major role. To allow for thermal expansion, the diameter of the piston must be smaller than that of the cylinder. The needed clearance is calculated by estimating the temperature difference between piston and cylinder and considering the coefficient of thermal expansion of piston.

3. PISTON MATERIALS

3.1 Aluminum Silicon Alloy

The most universally used materials for pistons of I.C. engines are cast iron, aluminum alloy, forged aluminum, cast steel and forged steel [23]. The cast iron pistons are used for moderately rated engines with piston speeds below 6.9 m/s and aluminum alloy.

Pistons are used for highly rated engines running at higher piston speeds. It may be noted that:

1. Since the coefficient of thermal expansion for aluminum is about 2.56 times that of cast iron, therefore, a better clearance must be provided between the piston and the cylinder wall in order to prevent seizing of the piston when engine runs incessantly under heavy loads. But if excessive clearance is allowed, then the piston will develop ‘piston slap’ while it is cold, and this affinity increases with wear. The less clearance between the piston and the cylinder wall will lead to seizing of Piston [24].

2. Since the aluminum alloys used for pistons have high heat conductivity (nearly four times that of cast iron), therefore, these pistons ensure high rate of heat transfer and thus keeps down the maximum temperature difference between the center and edges of the piston head or crown [25].

3. Since the aluminum alloys are about three times lighter than cast iron, therefore, its mechanical strength is good at low temperatures, but they lose their strength (about 50%) at temperature above 325°C. Sometimes, the pistons of aluminum alloys are coated with aluminum oxide by an electrical method [26].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/No</th>
<th>Matrix Material</th>
<th>Reinforcement Material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Aluminium</td>
<td>Silicon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 1: Materials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/No</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>AlSi Alloy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Young’s modulus [GPa]</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Poisson’s ratio</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Thermal conductivity [W/m K]</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Thermal expansion 10−6 [1/°C]</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Specific heat [kJ/kg °C]</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Density [kg/m³]</td>
<td>2700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. DESIGN CONSIDERATION FOR A PISTON

In designing a piston, the following Points should be taken into consideration [27]:

1. It should have enormous strength to withstand the high gas pressure and inertia forces.
2. It should have minimum mass to minimize the inertia forces.
3. It should form an effective gas and oil sealing of the cylinder.
4. It should provide adequate bearing area to prevent undue wear.
5. It should disperse the heat of combustion quickly to the cylinder walls.
6. It should have high speed reciprocation without noise.
7. It should be of sufficient rigid construction to withstand thermal and mechanical distortion.
8. It should have sufficient support for the piston pin or wrist pin.

5. DIMENSIONS OF PISTON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/NO</th>
<th>PARAMETERS</th>
<th>DIMENSION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Piston Diameter</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Piston Height</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Skirt Height</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Piston Inner Diameter</td>
<td>59.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Radial Thickness</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

One of the most important aspects to be considered during the analysis in order to achieve maximum accuracy is the selection of the boundary conditions [28]. The top surface of the piston is subjected to hot gases which take different values of temperature of gases Tg and convective heat transfer coefficient Hg for the different crank angles. The boundary condition for the present problem have been under taken to be as given below:

1. Temperature Level of piston head = 873K (273+300)
2. Temperature Level of piston ring = 493K (273+220)
3. Temperature Level of piston skirt = 463K (190+273)
4. Temperature Level of piston bottom portion = 343K (273+70)

![Figure 2: Boundary Conditions (Thermal Load)](image2)

![Figure 3: Boundary Conditions (Pressure Load)](image3)
6.1 CATIA V5R20 Model

6.2 Imported ANSYS Model

7. ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

Solid 70 has a 3-D thermal conduction capability. The element has eight nodes with a single degree of freedom, temperature, at each node. The element is applicable to a 3-D, steady-state or transient thermal analysis. The element also can compensate for mass transport heat flow from a constant velocity field. If the model containing the conducting solid element is also to be analyzed structurally, the element should be replaced by an equivalent structural element.

8. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

8.1 Same land thickness piston

8.2 Without undercut piston
8.3 With skirt land piston

Figure 12: Stress (Y direction)

Figure 13: Equivalent stress (Von Misses Stress)

8.4 Different land thickness piston

Figure 14: Stress (Y direction)

Figure 15: Equivalent stress (Von Misses stress)

8.5 Without Crown Piston (Flat Piston)

Figure 16: Stress (Y direction)

Figure 17: Equivalent stress (Von Misses Stress)

Table 1: Result

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Piston Type</th>
<th>Stress (Pa) (Y direction)</th>
<th>Von Misses Stress [Pa]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Same land thickness</td>
<td>725e6</td>
<td>330e7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without under cut</td>
<td>389e6</td>
<td>301e7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With skirt land</td>
<td>154e7</td>
<td>935e7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different land thickness</td>
<td>491e9</td>
<td>147e10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without crown (flat piston)</td>
<td>404e7</td>
<td>301e7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9. CONCLUSION

It is concluded from the above study that using CATIA software design and modeling become easier. Here material used for piston is aluminum alloy because it is sustaining more temperature compare other material. The analysis done by using ANSYS software different type of piston analyzed here i) Same land thickness piston ii) Without undercut piston iii) With skirt land piston iv) Different land thickness v) Without crown piston it is called flat piston. To compare the different type of piston results the with crown & different land thickness piston is withstand the high thermal load and & high-pressure load so its comfortable design for piston. This type of piston using engines it's gives high efficiency & long life.
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